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Autocab are working closely with Curtis Gabriel to ensure the 
transportation industry can adapt, survive and thrive during this 
incredibly difficult period.

CG are a global social media management and full-service digital 
marketing agency with offices in the UK, US and Australia. The 
team offers a specialised transportation department with over 100 
taxi, private-hire, minicab and chauffeur clients.

Their industry leading social media outsourcing services offer 
outstanding value whilst maximising your business’ digital 
influence and ensures that your marketing, sales and 
communications objectives are achieved.

CG also offer a full range of top-class digital marketing services 
including SEO & PPC, hosting, web design and more.

This guide provides CG’s top tips for optimising your fleet during 
COVID-19, as well as how to effectively market yourself during the 
pandemic to achieve as minimal disruption as possible.



• Social media has become a mainstay for customer comms, whether 
you’re an international business working across time zones or 
operate 24/7. 

• A quick response is imperative. CG team will take the strain away 
from slow customer comms or the pressure of responding to 
customer service issues.

• Your business is in good hands. CG experienced team will ensure 
your customers are responded to quickly, effectively and 
professionally, 365 days a year.

• CG will successfully manage and navigate you through this current 
COVID-19 crisis and the pressures that come with it, both 
commercially and reputationally. 

• CG service includes a comprehensive onboarding video conference 
where you will meet your account manager, run through all FAQs 
and quiz you on your business to ensure CG have all the information 
CG need to deliver CG first class service; no stone is left unturned.

• The CG team are available at the end of the phone 24/7/365 and 
managing your customer service- there are no bots or AI involved!

24/7/365 Crisis, 
Reputation &
Customer Service
Management
“CG work evenings, weekend, 
nights, never take a sick day or have 
a vacation. Leave your business in 
safe hand with the experts”



Optimisation
During this crisis, there is still the potential to 
generate commercial opportunity and grow brand 
awareness. CG will constantly drive this, on the next 
slides are CG six Cs of Optimisation that CG have 
already successfully implemented for clients.
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Cleanliness

From wipe downs between rides to 
high standards of service, hand sanitizer 
in vehicles to deep cleans and sprays at 

the end of every shift. Images and videos 
of you and your drivers doing this 
posted on social media is crucial.

Courier Service
Identify businesses that are still operating. 

Offer a local & highly-flexible courier 
service, or a great deal on business 

continuity for staff who still need to work 
such as doctors and nurses. A fare is better 

than no fare in these times and the 
impression you make now will win you work 
in the future, especially against the likes of 

Uber.
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Collaboration in the community
For example, a local grocery store, butchers 
or farm shop may now be doing a delivery 

and collection service. You could offer a 
swift and reliable collection service when 

other solutions will be swamped. 
Community collaboration will be even more 
powerful at this time and when CG take to 
social media it will gain significant traction. 

Community: Can you help the 
vulnerable members of society or 

community initiatives?
You should be advertising that you want people to reach 

and ask for help; no job is too big or small. You can 
choose if you offer support free of charge or just go way 
above and beyond for people. These will be challenging 

times for a lot of people, and you can offer a solution, 
show you care, that the community you’ve served for 

decades is still and more than ever at the forefront of your 
mind. When you do help people, CG won’t brag - simply 
post what you’ve done and say you’ll do it again. CG will 
tag local media outlets social accounts in posts to help 

spread the word; you are there to serve! 
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Clinical

If you offer NHS work, can you offer this 
standard of service for people so they will 

look to choose you over rideshare and 
again advertise your points of difference? 

CG will shout about the fact you’re 
continuing with this NHS activity and 

working hard for your community. 

Creativity
Get creative! CG advise you are flexible to 
do jobs you normally wouldn’t advocate, 

such as fetching click and collect groceries 
or running errands to collect 

pharmaceuticals for those in self isolation. 
As we head into the summer, providing 
delivery options for BBQ packs, alcohol 
and other summer essentials are a great 

way to generate business while abiding by 
government guidelines. Whatever you 
choose to do, CG will take to market 

utilising social media.



The Continuation 
COVID



ontent Keep pushing out engaging content to keep your audience's attention!

Diversify your work now and build relationships for the future

Speak to local media outlets about community activity & amplify your brand

Give the community something to talk about; remain on their minds!

Give something back to key workers, critical workers and volunteers!
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CG will keep you in the game for when this blows over, CG will:



What we’ve
done so far



ppreciation Offering discounts to key workers, school staff, NHS staff, care workers etc – show 
your appreciation for the people keeping our country running!

Be it food, drink, pharmaceuticals, household essentials; offering a delivery service 
immediately provides value for customers who can’t get out of the house.

As the weather gets better, garden centres are desperate to deliver their 
plants/garden essentials to staff. Give them that option!

Share your successes with local news/radio outlets. Your work will be celebrated 
and will result in new business from the community.

Team up with local takeaways to offer food deliveries to your local areas. Many food 
outlets don’t have the drivers to satisfy demand, while you don’t have the work to 
occupy your fleet. Let’s work together!
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CG have already worked with customers to generate new revenue 
streams and keep drivers working:



Above all, CG will ensure your social 
channels are ready to be mobilized 
when this passes to maximize the 

commercial opportunities.



• 2 Platforms (Facebook / Instagram / LinkedIn / Twitter)

• 24/7 Management of inbound communications

• 24/7 Crisis management

• 24/7 Reputation Management eg. review management

• In-house design studio will produce two still creatives and 
one thirty-second video per month

• Community/audience interactivity and engagement

• Bespoke strategy, altered at any time as the crisis evolves

• Dedicated Account Manager

• Targeted Social Media Ads (ad budget extra but not 
necessary)

Package

If you require further advice or support on how to market your business 
during this time, please contact Simon Curtis at simon@curtisgabriel.com.




